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NEW SONG GIRL

Controversial DJ
To MC Tonight
By JIM ADAMS
Songstar Julie Mason and "farm boy -type comic" Ken Card will
be among the entertainers featured with Don Sherwood tonight at
8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets are still available and will be on sale at the door, according to Gordon Cassacia, Social Affairs Committee chairman. He
added that ticket sales will continue until this afternoon in the Outer
Quad and in the Student Affairs Business Office.
Julie a San Mateo girl
----working with musical director M
Buddy Bregman on an album soon
to be released by Decca Records.
She has done guest spots On
the Arthur Godfrey and Lawrence Welk shows and has been
featured for the past two years
on Sherwood’s Saturday night
show.
Preliminaries for registration in
BANJO AND PHILOSOPHY
Card strums his banjo and of- the two summer sessions at SJS
fers philosophynot deep- to such will get under way late this month,
tunes as "Five Foot Two," according to Joe H. West, Dean
"Twelfth Street Rag’ and "When of Educational -Services
and SumIrish Eyes are Smiling."
He has no recordings, but has mer Sessions.
made many past appearances inThe sessions will begin June 23,
cluding the night clubs Desert with the six -week session which
Inn in Las Vegas, Moulin Rouge will last
to Aug. 1. The four -week
in Los Angeles, and 365 Club in session will be from Aug.
4 to
San Francisco. He has been on Aug.
29. Up to six semester units
the Ed Sullivan and Colgate may be earned
in the six-week
Comedy Hour television shows.
session, and up to four units in the
Also appearing will be the four-week session.
The programs
Ford St Williams comedy team.
will also include graduate study
They toured the Pacific recentleading to a general secondary
ly with Bob Hope, and they
credential and a master’s degree.
boast many television and night
char appearances all 1151.r the
The tentative summer sessions
count ry.
schedule which was released in
Charlie Raino will add juggling January has met with an unusually heavy response, according to
and comedy to the show.
The Howard Fredric Orchestra. Dean West. He said that three
which has been featured at the times the usual number of schedSt. Francis Hotel in San Francisco ules have been distributed.
and Harrah’s Club at Lake Tahoe.
Dean West also emphasized that
will provide music.
the sumrher sessions are An- estDEANS EXPECT CLEAN SHOW cellent place for a student who is
Dean Elizabeth Greenleaf said "behind" in units. And students
this week that the Personnel with no unit deficiences may pick
Deans are not worried about the up the necessary units at sumcalibre of the show. "We expect mer sessions to allow them to be
that the contract will be followed," graduated a semester or even a
year earlier than normal.
she said.
Meeting a Personnel Deans
requirement, the contract carries a statement that "this show
will be of the type that will be
of credit to the college."
Dean Greenleaf said: "We asked
only that the show he of the same
calibre that is presented on television and radio."
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CAPE CANAVER A L, FLA.
(UP)Dr. Richard W Porter of
the National Academy of Science
said late last night that there was
"no conclusive evidence" that the
second Explorer satellite fired by
the Army yesterday had not gone
into orbit.

, www

The Army launched the Jupiter.
C rocket currying the second bullet -shaped Explorer satellite from
the missile test ecnter at 1:28 p.m.
4 EST 1.
The first Explorer was fired
Jan. 31 and had made 415 trips
around the earth by yesterday.
After only 27 seconds of flight
the 70-foot missile carrying the
new Explorer disappeared into a
bank of clouds that hung some
4,000 feet over the Cape and was
lost to view.
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Carol Sandell displays the smile which leas helped her gain the
title of SJS head song girl. Carol will aid in the tryouta for song
girls that will be held in May. She is a sophomore education
major.photo by Gene Tyler.

Dr. Teller Says Russia
Molding World Pattern
By PAT BUNDS
Dr. Edward Teller, eminent scientist and one of the leaders in
the development of the hydrogen
bomb, told a large audience in
Morris Dailey Auditorium %last
night that Russia will be ahead of
the United States in scientific
fields within 10 years unless something is done about it right away.
He said that Russian dominance
in science would be disastrous because "Russian leaders are determined to mold the world in their
own image." And the United
States can’t expect a change in
this doctrine.
According to Teller, the Russian
people cannot believe in the freedom of political opinion because
they have not experienced it. He
said that this makes Russian polltical reform from within almost
impossible.
PUSH PROGRESS
Dr. Teller said that the way to
offset the Russian danger is to
push American scientific progress.
This should include a general ac -

ceptance of science and scientists
by the American public, he declared. Right now, according to
Dr. Teller, the American attitude
toward scientists is, "If you want
to play your games, O.K."
The *Hangar/art - born scientist
also said that if the United States
is going to keep up in scientific
progress, science education should
be increased in the elementary
schools, because it takes a long
time to develop a scientist.
ONE GOVERNMENT
This is important, according to
Dr. Teller, because the United
States’ scientific status 10 years
from now is being decided in the
schools today.
Dr. Teller said that he believed
that before the end of the century
the industrial revolution will have
engulfed the world and the world
will have a common government -a government which will be either
communistic or democratic. He also
said that he believed that the kind
of government the world will have
is being decided now.

world wire

Compiled from United Press
President Eisenhower defended his agreement with Vice Pres1
dent Nixon on presidential disability at a press conference yesterday.
The Indonesian government continued to attack rebels, and a bill to
increase state income tax in the higher brackets was introduced In
California.
President Eisenhower said yesterday that %lee President
never was acting president during the chief executive’s
three major illnesses.
The President told a news conference that an occasion never
arose when a purely presidential decision had to be made during his
heart attack In 1955, his ileitis operation ii, 1956 or his mild stroke
last November.
The President made the statement in answer to a question about
his "clear understanding" with Nixon on what would be done in case
of presidential disability.
He described hie written understanding with Nixon as an agreement between men of good will who have faith and confidence in
each other.
’
Nixon

Don Sherwood, San Francisco Iliac jockey, will appear in Morris
Dailey Auditorium tonight in a show sponsored by the Social
Affairs Committee. Tickets are still asitillible for the show, which
Is Sherwood’s first campus appearance.

Junior Prom Bids
Go on Sale Monday
Junior Prom bids will go or sale
in the Outer Quad Monday, from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Bids to
the dance, Venetian Springtims,
will he gold and white with lavender tassels. Price is $3.
Walt Tolleson has been chosen
to play for the annual spring event
and hes promised to include a 20
minute Dixieland Concert during
the evening. Tolleson’s grouts includes an eight piece band and
female vocalist.
The Villa lintel will be the site
of this year’s Prom, to be held
Atareh ’21,

Dale Scott Resigns
PR Chairmanship
Dale Scott’s resignation as
chairman of Public Relations Cornmitte was accepted at yesterday’s
Student Council meeting. Jim Gillespie was appointed chairman pro
tem, pending revision of the committee and a report to the council.
Don Ryan, ASR president, announced that each council member
has made out a job description
sheet for stuednts interested in
running for office in the coming
ASB election.

Explorer 11
Into Space
Somewhere

Minutes later, reports began to
come in from widely scattered
spots- "Signals picked up."
The Minitrack station at Antigua, in the West Indies, recorded
the signals minutes after the
firing. The Radio Corporation of
America laboratories on Long Island heard them; so did the Army
radio station at Fort Monmouth,
N.J.
To observers, the four-stage Jupiter-C rose with such splendor it
seemed almost certainly destined
to hang America’s second manmade "moon" in the heavens- this
one to be called Explorer II, or.
scientifically, "1958 Ektta."
The second Explorer was launched about 45 minutes after Explorer I swept across the sky over
Cape Canaveral. The second one
was launched along the same 110.
degree azimuth. But scientists
were not sure it would go as high
as the first.
Army scientists said the second
80-Inch long satellite, which weighs
32.4 pounds -1.6 pounds more than
Explorer I -and carries a tiny tape
recorder to gather and send back
scientific information, had "between 50 and 75 per cent" probability of going into orbit.

Slogan Contest
Ends Friday
The slogan contest concerning
the campus blood drive will close
tomorrow with $10 going to the
winner and $5 to the runner-up,
the Student Activities Office announces.
The contest, which started Mon.
day, is open to all SJS students.
The sloga n§should contain 10
words or loss promoting the campus blood drive, which will be
held March 18,
Entries can be deposited in "Slogan Contest" boxes located in Student Activities Office, Student
Union and Spartan Book Store.
A poster contest which started
Tuesday will he open to San Jose
State students until Monday, Mar.
10.
Don Brow is, member of the
Community Service Committee,
states that the posters should be
approximately 15 x 20 inches, promoting the campus blood drive.
A first prize of $15 will go to
the winner and the person who
comes In second will receive $5.
Brown says that all entries should
be turned in at Student Activities
Office

Sigma Chi Plans
Council Appeal

Otittsi

Allen Seeks o
chool
Bill Approval Selects New
By GEORGE SKELTON
San Jose State College’s dream
of expanding its engineering pro.
gram appeared to be growing
closer to reality today.
Speaking from the state capitol
in Sacramento, Assemblyman Bruce
F. Allen (R -Los Gatos), told The
Spartan Daily yesterday evening
that "11111 No. 1", which he introduced before the legislature Tuesday, was gaining support from several quarters.
"Bill No. 1" is a measure with
two objectives:
i II To permit state collegeS to
offer professionally accredited engineering courses.
(21 To permit them to offer
cost -graduate engineering courses
leading to a master’s degree
Allen also Introduced SS’esdneriday a bill (AB 15), co-authored
by Clark Bradley’ (Ii -San Jose).
which %Guild appropriate.
000 for a nuclear reactor for the
SJS Engineering Department,
S.IS Vice President Dr William
J. Dusel said yesterday that the
measures were not sponsored by
the college. "Right now we’re concerned with Friday’s meeting with
the State Board of Education at
Santa Rosa. We feel sure we can
work something out between WI,
the state board and the University of California." Dusel said.
(State colleges have been prohibited from offering either accredited ’or post-graudate engineering courses because of a 195.1
agreement het ween the state
board and the university. The
agreement states that the university has exclusive province in offering these courses
SJS Pres. John T. Wahiquist
and enginering head Nomian 0.
Gunderson are scheduled to accompany A group of Santa Clara
valley industrial engineers and
public officials to the meeting
tomorrow.
Gunderson said yesterday that
he zinc’ the president will attend as
observers. The valley delegation
will ask the state board to authorize SJS to seek accreditation for
undergraduate engineering work,
and to offer a program of graduate engineering instruction.
Expected at the meet is a progres report of a liaison committee
consisting of the University of
California Board of Regents and
the State Board of Education. The
committee has been studying the
accreditation problem.
Meanwhile in Sacramento, Allen
said the short budget session pos.
sibly could hurt his hill’s chances,
"The session will he ow er with
soon after the budget
approved. This will probably he
I oward the end of the month.
This means that the bill will
up next
more than likely I
weekand it’s hard to whip up
a lot of public support in that
time," he said.
The accreditation measure is.,
co-authored by Don Doyle (R -Lafayette), Don Anderson IR - San
Fernandol, wolinee Henderson
(13-Freeno) and William Hansen
(R-Fresnot.
Allen said he should know more
about the hill’s chances early next
week after copies have circulated
throughout the state’s college’ a
universities. "f got a copy to San
Jose State in the mall today," he
said.
Also setterday,
o v ernn r
Knight’s prem. secretary, Toni
Bright, told The Daily that the
chief executive "at this time hats
no pro cur eon feelings toward
the hill," and then tossed ills (Continued on Page 2)

StudentChiel
Larry 1... Smith, junior police
major, recently was appointed
Student Chief of the Police School
Staff by resigning Student Chief
Charles Leder.
Smith assumed his new office
deities ’March 1 along with six
other new prornotees in the Police
School.
The other six new appointments
are Jack Norton, assistant chief;
Larry Stuefloten, captain; and
Stan Svensen, Isao Kende), Chuck
Guerrero and Ronald Monday,
lieutenants.
Smith, who WAS selected chief
because of his "outstanding quality of work in the police school,"
is a member of SJS’ judo varsity
team and a member of Chi Pi
Sigma, professional police fraternity.
A transfer student from San
Jose Junior College two years ago,
Smith plans to enter federal law
enforcement work after completing his education at S.M.
It was while attending high
school in his home town, Bremerton, Wash., that Smith decided to
seek a career in police work.
Smith’s duties in his new capacity will be to coordinate staff
duties and will include finding
part-time jobs for its members
and regulating student C11111110 .

Solons Pass
Appropriation
The Senate Finance Committee,
following parallel, action by the
House Ways and Means, approved
the San Jose State College support appropriation of $7,959,741
yesterday.
Ways and Means approved the
bulk of the $11.128.240 recommended for SJS capital outlay, including all budgeted new buildings.
Yet to be approved is the
$1,575,300 site clearing and remodeling monies Approval was temporarily withheld because a subcommittee had recommended is
minor cut in an item for equipping a corporation yard.

Council Announces
Joint Plans for
Honorary Banquet
Plans were announced at yesterday’s Student Council meeting for
a Recognition Banquet in June
which would Include students to
he honored by all campus organizations. Although plane art- not
yet definite the council felt the
banquet would be a good idea.
Formerly, several organizations
have held their own separate hanquets The object of the new plan
is to have one big banquet for all
groups. This would probably include about 150 people.
New members of Black Mask,
Spartan Spears and Shields anti
Blue Key would be announced at
the banquet. San Jose students
mentioned in "Who’s Who In American Colleges and Universities"
would also be Invited. Announcement also would he made of the
Outstanding Senior male and female awards, which are given an.

ISO To Give Dinner,
Now Taking Signups

President Eisenhower disclosed yesterday that Russia has suggested holding an East-West summit conference in the United States.
The President said it would he a good Idea, should such a
International Students )rgam
meeting he caned, to hold it in the United States If it were a
Chi fraternity officials ration will give an Iranian Shish
Sigma
long one. But he maid the place wouldn’t make a greet deal at
reported today that they plan to kabob dinner at the home of Floyd
differenve in the case of a short meeting.
appeal Monday’s action of the In- Greenlee. adviser of the organiSkturday from 4 16 "x
terfraternity Council Court which zation,
Indonesian government warplanes renewed attacks on rebel placed the fraternity on probation 10 p.m.
Tomorrow Is the last day for
rommunication mutes in wAnt rebel spokesmen said yesterday could for violating the IFC Rushing
making reservations. All ASH
be the prelude to an amphibious and paratroop assault on Central Code.
A spokesman for the fraternity memix,rs are Invited to attend.
Sumatra. The attack was the latest in widespread central governniOnt
action aimed at breaking communication lines between key rebel - reported that the brothers met Interested students may sign the
Monday night and voted to appeal ISO bulletin board, SD134, or conheld Central Sumatra cities and outside areas.
the Ur decision to the Frater. tact Kilulu Von Prince, CY 3-3210
The program will also feattne
nity-Sorority Governing Board,
A hill to increase state Income taxes in the higher brackets
heeded by Dr. Stanley C Rem dancing and numerous games
was Inter:lured yesterday in the Assembly of the California LegTransportation will he provide d
dean of students.
islature. The propowal, authorired hy Assemblyman S.C. Masterson
Earl White, President oh RUM* from the Student Union at 3 pm it!
(1)-Itlehmond), would leave %Wu.% unchanged the tax rate* for
Chi, said a letter has been sent Saturday. A fee ot $1 will be
low and middle Incomes, hut would boost the tax on Incomes In
to Dean Benz requeetinga re)iew charged non-members of the or 1**.
exceots of $23,000 a year. Nianternml said the bill would add $15
of the IFC’s decision. No date fort ionization and 75 cents for memmillion a year to California rel enue.
. the hearing has been set, howeVer, I ken.
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Traveling Salesmen Again
Comrades Bulganin and Kbrushchev, s.ho are
known for keeping people locked in their own yard,
have ben clogging the mails with hints that they’d
appreciate an invitation to come over the fence to
talk things over with Uncle Sam.
President Eisenhower yesterday called such a
move "a good idea." We think so, too.
No one in his right capitalistic mind would
contend that such a trip by the Red
No
Twins would oe a "hail the con.
Dust
-T.i
hero type. Few people are
guering
Tape
so opposed to what this country
stands for as they.
But such a trip could be beneficial to both sides.
One of the basic principles of power politics
is to know one’s adversary. The American public s
only picture of B & K is what it gets through newsreels and the printed word. In such media, they are
made to appear enigmatic and almost god -like.
Seeing them in the flesh and in our own element
might cause us to see them in a new and perhaps
more realistic light.

Patronize Your
Advertisers
DIERKS DONUTS

courseing word at Allen’s nu-

370 AUZERAIS STREET

Dr. Jack H. Chermell
Optometrist
CV 5-2747

Member SPAR-TEN

’f.e.e travel.
..sr iL.,gh you may not reach the
....amen see requirement, if you are
-iterested in this career, please feel
’,lie to discuss this with us.

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Tuesday. March lath
Contact Placement Office
for epeoirstment

Retreat to the beaches
With surf -boards and beer,
With lotions and lunches
And noises of cheer.

The chapter is swelling
With membership gay,
The SJS Chapter of
Beach -Time, U.S.A.

1

education in 19S3."
He added: "I have definite personal opinions regarding the accreditation matter but don’t want
to make them public at this time.
It all depends what level the state
colleges want to offer these
courses. If they want to present
them on the same level as the university, this thing could run into
serious conflict with the 1953
agreement."
Post also commented, "Actually,
it’s against my policy to talk to
the press before speaking in committee."

"The prospect of a state budget
deficit may scare off some support." he said. The assemblyman
also pointed out that if SJS were
granted accreditation for engineering courses, the Atomic Energy Commission would provide a
nuclear reactor for the college.
"It’s been the custom to do so
in the past and legislatures are no
doubt aware of this." Allen said
No. 1" would change
wording in the long - standing
proviskin of the State Education
Code which reads "the primary
function of state colleges is the
traininr of teachers."
"Bill

New language substituted would
not
make teacher training "a"
"the" - - primary function of the
colleges. The bill also declares another of the functions to be "training in engineering, science and
mathematics."
These subjects are taught at the
colleges now. but only within general edur-ation code provisions covering "socational training."
CC Vire Pres. James Corley%
lobbyist for the university, said
"violates"
Tuesday that AR.
the 1953 pact, but would not
Predict iihether CC will make a
1

stand on it.
Several Santa Clara Valley industrialists have supported the
move for SJS engineering program
expansion. Among these are Royce
Hubin. of General Electric’s atomic
division: Byron Luther and Ralph
Marrs. IBM.

But my purpose In writing this
letter is not, to criticize your
headline: rather. I wish merely
to point out an instance, taken
from the story beneath the headline, in which the "shown -up"
scientists prosed themselves capable of acting in a truly excellent scientific spirit after all.

’Please remember, you profs
Of the long, stony fiz.
You that aren’t, once were
Young, that is

Another high state official,
Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post
said. "The bill certainly is eon trary to the re -survey of higher

Allen hinted he was less confident of the nuclear reactor bill
passing than of "Bill No. 1."

.4 y, .ore single and between 191/2
and 26 there’s a splendid opoortun
ty waiting for you. Along with its
Jr-rent expansion. American Airlines
-sects many more attractive Stewer
dosses. You must be 5.2- to 51" in
eight, 130 lbs. or less in proportii7.n
height with 20/S0 eyesight or
bt te r without corrective lenses.
Thos accepted have FREE TRAIN
ING, excellent salaries, liberel es
cense accounts. and the privilege ol

Editor
If American scientists were a
bunch of insufferable stuffed
shirts. I should be heartily in
favor of anything which might
tend to take them down a peg or
two; in particular I should in that
case say thank you for the headline, " ’Crazy Gree k’ Inventor
Shows Up Scientists," in The Spartan Daily for Monday. February
17, 1958. Most of the scientists I
have known, however, are very far
indeed from being stuffed shirts:
they seem, in fact, to know their
own limitations rather better than
mast people.

You’ll hear the shuffling
Of spring-conscious feet.
And the slamming of books
That signals retreat.

Bright said Gov. Knight hadn’t
had a chance to see the bill yet
but that the chief executive recently said in a speech on education that he advocated consideration of additional sciences and engineering courses for high schools.
Speaking of the nuclear reactor,
Bright said the governor recently
received a recommendation from
State Director of Finance John
Pierce that "state colleges not
have such equipment." Pierce
stated it was not economically
feasible, according to Bright.

Your eyes are too precious
to take chances with You
can always be sure of getting exactly the right
glasses when you see . . .

Do you like to
travel?

Shirts

The first part of the story tells
us that a not-so-crazy Greek inventor, Nick Christofilos by name,
wrote to some scientists at Berkeley to tell them about a principle
he had discovered. The scientists
ignored his letter, to their later
chagrin, because the principle it
contained turned out to be very
important, and when the scientists
later worked it out ’themselves
they found that Nick already had
a patent on it.
How do most of us react when
someone who is presumably less
well informed than we are shows
us up in our own field? It seems
to me that the usual (and scientifically poor) reaction is to attempt to justify ourselves and to
minimize the success of our "enemy." How did the scientists react
to Nick’s accomplishment? The
last sentence in the story says,
simply, "’We hired him.’"
This, I submit, reflects an attitude worth imitating.
C. M. Larsen
Instructor in Mathematics
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have been buried rather than published. Your sarcastic nonsense is.
as it has been in the past, (this is
no new complaint), utter sickening. May I suggest that you take
a few lessons in humorous writing
from someone who actually brightens up the Spartan Daily, Max
Shulman? It can be done.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI It follows
AN 11th St. Comic
that a man who has made scores
ASB 6257
of low -budget, money -making picEditor’s Note: Mr. Poe is haptures would have positive plans to
py the "11th St. Comic" reads
protect himself from a sneak, left the "conglomeration of trite
flank attack by television gladiasimiles and metaphors."
tors.
While sagging moviehouse atDecision
Editor:
tendance causes others to wring
Your editorial (Spartan Daily hands, producer Sam Katzman is
Vol. 45, No. 81 dated 3-3-58) was quietly engaged in such cash registimely. courageous and quite re- ter ringing tactics as getting a
vealing.
corner on the teen-age acting marMay I mention here that Just
ket.
Which is a reverse trend toas the American people look at
communism NO too do we In
day when studios refuse to issue

Time for

Africa look at colonialism no
matter what nation practices it.
Certainly, this is "A Time For
Decision."
Samuel E. Wiah

ASB 2543

,

Editor:
Speaking of being "about as
funny as a corpse," Randle. I
would say that that very poorly
written conglomeration of trite
similes and metaphors on either
side of the Pegler quotation should

15%
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OCT OF A DREA31 WORLD

Finally the magic lanterns goes
blank. The television .stations have
gone off the air. Aroused from
the dream world Aladdin stumbles
up the stairs to heft.
Tomorrow, he mumbles to himself, tomorrow I’ll hit the old
books, but then he remembers that
his favorite playhouse is on tomorrow night.
The day after tomorrow, then,
he swears a% he oozes into
bed ...

Kathy

CrNeilL

These

four

and

Warner Bros. loan - out Edward
Byrnes are co-starring in "The
Teen -Age Story."
Canny Saris intends to swell
his teen-age stable to "at least
a dozenincluding a rock ’n roll
singer" within the next few
months. Most ui t he young people have multiple picture agreements which g sit 1-1111l eeS t 110 r
appearance in tuts Katzman pictures a year.

"It’s no secret that 80 per cent
of the movie public are teenagers," Katzman said by way of
big (or small) contracts to
explanation. "And our teen-agers
promising young players and
and the other kids
Dorothy
sign them by the picture.
teen-age feeling and are
that
have
To date. the "Katzman Kids"
include Mark Damon. Luanavs, bound to be popular with their
Dorothy Johnson, and 13 -year-old contemporaries."

The case of the typing paper
that erased without a trace --or,

EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

Tops for
A Snack,
Dinner or
Hamburger
Stop in any lame for the

BEST COMPLETE DINNER
IN TOWN.

It’s a cinch to "rub out" typing errors
and leave no "dues", when you use
Eaton’s Corrisable Bond Paper.
Never smears, never smudges because CorrIsahle’s like-magic surface..,
erases without a trace! (A flick of the
wrist and a pencil eraser puts things
right!) This fine quality bond paper
gives a handsome appearance to all
your work. It’s a perfect crime not to
use it !

EATON’S CORWASABLE BOND

SQUIRE’S
RESTAURANT
2;7 S. FIRST STREET

Erasable Corrisable is available in all the weights you might ieguint.Arom
onionskin to heavy bond. In convenient 100.sheet packets and 500 sheet
ream boxes A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous Eaton name,

398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

mind stops functioning. His eyes
beeonie glazed. His body is putty. As the Aladdin of old W11%
surrounded by 40 tines 144, so
modern Aladdin is surrounded
by 40 hours of tiles Intim a week.
Only he has no Jar to hide in as
terpart. Indid his Arabian c
stead he lounges in a springless

Teenagers Comeback

$1.35

ART CLEANERS

FERGUSON
and see it. Educational. Aladdin
jots this down.
In English the prof announces
. . ad infinitum.
AN EDUCATED GENIE
That night Aladdin takes out his
notes, ’checks the TV log, turns on
the magic lantern, The genie returns. An educated genie. But by
this time the roommate has entered the room, checked the TV
log and changed the station to
Mike Hammer.
Aladdin gives up easily. Mk

’Utterly Sickening’

Served with soup, salad,
two vegetables, potato,
desert and beverage.

WORK OF ART

The next day he vows to be
a new man. He’ll forsake the
magic lantern, grit his teeth and
plunge into the books.
But the inevitable happens.

In a science course the prof announces that Disneyland is having
an explanation of the theory of
relativity in cartoon form. Be sure
and see it. Educational. Aladdin
jots this down.
In Poll. Sci. the prof . announces
that Pres. Eisenhower will speak
to the nation over TV. Be sure

Thrust and Parry

clear reactor proposal.

Don’t gamble with
.citir eyes . . .

kVA
AMERICAN
AIRIINES

YOUR TC-5T PAP5R ’TO /AY 0E5K WHEN *CV FiN160.

The sounds peculiar
To this time of year.

(Continued from Page 1)

6 A M. 4c 11 P M.

f

Science, Stuffed

c_ti

By CATHY
His eyes bulged. Ills mouth hung
open. In ecstasy his limp body
waked In the sudsy drama of a
soap opera on television.
He is fi modern Aladdin chained
to. the magic lantern. When he
wants to escape the world of
homework, chores, letterwriting he
sits before the magic lantern, rubs
the dial and presto before him appears the genie of TV land.
And there Aladdin sits watching
the shadow world of man.
A LOOK IN THE MIRROR
Yet every so often Aladdin gets
up out of his chair, looks into the
mirror and realizes that he is also
a college student and not just a
vidiot. lie vows to change his way.
His magic lantern is bringing him
no real happiness, for he will
never he that man in the grey
flannel suit on Playhouse 90. Besides he is flunking out of school

PATAIVE IN fiACK! pJA I A5KINc2, ’TOO MUGI41HAT YOU

Beach Time, U.S.A.
State Officials
By DAVID ELLIOTT
Ponder Allen’s
Harken, professors.
Accreditation Bill
And you shall hear

Coffee Date?

254 S. SECOND

Such a junket also might help in that it would
give the Red bosses a first-hand look at us. It’s
true that a lot of Russia’s frothing about our being
-warlike imperialists’ is i’./S+ so much propaganda
corn, but it’s just possible that the Red leaders
do doubt some of our intentions. Seeing first hand
the prosperous, peace -loving American people just
might prove enlightening, lessening the chance of
a third world war being set off because of miscalculation.
We don’t expect anything big to be accomplished by the summit conference itself. The au:Bargains %ia" aren’t exactly in a position
now where they must make concesNot
sions. And we aren’t in the position
Likely
to demand them.
But world opinion seems to demand that these
two giants, whose relations can decide the fate of
this little planet, keep talking instead of shooting.
A visit by Russian leaders now might help prevent a visit by Russian H-bombs in the future.

never

Made only by Eaton
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Pismo Sox nattet,
By JOHN SALAMIDA

SPORTS EDITOR

Spartan basketball coach Walt McPherson journies to the State
Junior College Tournament at Bakersfield today, with hopes of landing some top-flight talent to fill vacancies left by graduating seniors.
Veteran McPherson recently concluded his 15th season as SJS
cage coach, guiding the locals to a 13-13 season mark. This season
marked the 13th time McPherson has coached the Spartans to a .500
or better record.
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One Regular Returns . . .

Four of the San Jose State starters will depart via graduation,
with only jump-shot artist Ned Fitzgerald returning next year. Regulars who are slated to graduate
are Bob Larson, Mary Branstrom,
Eddie Diaz, and team captain Gil
Egeland.
Branstrom, Diaz and Egeland
competed on the varsity squad for
three seasons, while this was Larson’s first year on the club. Other
seniors on the team were Art
Pasquinelli, George Wagner, Don
Reid and Denny Rano.
When asked to point out the
highlights of the season, McPherson, wearing a wide smile, singled
out the Spartans’ sparkling victories over Santa Clara, St. Mary’s
and Pepperdine (first meeting).
Pa*
COACH STU IN MAN
Triumphs over the Broncos and
St. Mary’s were of the upset variety, while in the Pepperdine 91 points to set an SJS single
clash the Spartan cagers rang up _game scoring record.
The win over Santa Clara, accomplished near the end of the
season, was San Jose’s first over the Broncos In (NO years and
the first in five tries. The Spartans stunned most ’observers with
their glittering Will over the Gaels.
McPherson’s aggregation compiled a 5-7 mark in West Coast
Athletic Conference play to wind up in a tie for fourth with College
of Pacific and Pepperdine. The mighty University of San Francisco
Dons, without marking time, marched to the league title with an
unblemished 12-0 record.

Dons Nab Crown . . .
St. Mary’s nailed down the second spot

Barrett
Leading
Scorer
Frosh Basket boilers
End Winning Season

cpaptatt cpopt4 PCI Wrestling Meet
SPORTS EDITOR
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In Auto Crash

Three Dodgers
Suffer Inju rues

Two former James Lick High
School performers led the Spartan
frosh basketball team to a final
10-9 season record.
Cliff Barrett scored 257 points , VER013EACII, FLA. (UP)
in 19 games to lead the short ar- Duke Snider, Johnny Podres and
lists with a 13.5 average. His per- Don Zimmer of the Los Angeles
centage was a sterling 46.5 mark Lx)agees were injured Tuesday
from the floor.
. night in a minor automobile acciCoach Stu Inman also had praise , dent while striving back to their
for Leon Dcmohue who pulled 1271 training camp, it was disclosed
rebounds off the boards for a 9.1 ’ yesterday.
Snider injured his lett knee
average. In addition. for players
with over 20 attempts, Donohue which had been oliNrated upon
had an even 50 per cent swish rec- during the off-season, Podres
suffered a cut oil the forehead
ord from the court.
stitches
Mike O’Brien, former Calaveras which requiresl sei
sustained bruises on
High eager, led in free throw and Zi
shooting with 24 of 36 attempts 1 his forehead.
for a 75 per cent mark. He was , The most serious of the injuries
followed closely by the eagle-eyed was Snider’s knee. lie said he did
Barrett who ended with a 73 per not think the knee was severely
injured. but he skipped the Dodgcent record.
Charles Belcher, John Muller, ers’ workout today and was schedBob Weyant and Joel Guthrie also uled to undergo X-rays later in
saw extensive action for the frosh the day.
Podres, in addition to the bruise
squad.
In total points, Barrett led the on his forehead, wrenched his neck
field with 257, Donohue followed and also was ordered to be
with 140. and Muller was third X-rayed.
The accident occurred while
with 137. As a team the Spartababes made 40’ per cent of the the three players were returnfloor shots and 69 per cent of its ing from a drive-in movie shortly after midnight. Snider was at
charity tosses.
Inman believes several of the the wheel of a small foreign frosh players will make the var- made sports ear and silks hurrysity squad next year to give the ing to beat the team’s 12:30 a.m,
only returning vet. Ned Fitzgerald, bedtime curfew.
some support and possibly comAs Snider explained it, he was
pany on the first team.
unfamiliar with the road and
Co-captains of the squad were missed a turn. Instead of following
Barrett and Donohue.
the turn in the road, the car ran

off into a shallow ditch and Jolted
against a railroad track. Snider
and Podres, in the front seat, were
thrown against the windshield:
Zimmer. in the back seat, was
shaken up. Snider’s left knee
struck the steering apparatus.,The
car was only slightly damaged.
"It was my fault," Snider said
simply. "I was unfamiliar with
the road."

USF Dons Dominate
All-Star Cage Team
, SAN FRANCISCO (UP) The
University of San Francisco Dons,
who have hogtied West Coast basketball as usual this season, dominated an All -Northern California
loved named today by basketball
writers and sportscasters in this
area.
Mike Farme r, who also was
elected player of the year, and
Gene Brown of USF were elected
to the first squad while center Art
Day and sophomore forward Fred
LaCour earned spots on the second fiVe.
The rest of the starting quintet,
as announced by the Writers’ Association, listed Dick Sigaty of St.
Mary’s, and Don McIntosh and
Earl Robinson of Cal.
Leroy Wright of College of the
Pacific, Frank Sobrero of Santa
Clara, and Paul Neumann of Stanford completed the second team.

with eight wins and four)
losses, while Santa Clara was fourth with a 6-6 mark. Loyola copped
the cellar spot with one win in 12 decisions.
Coach Phil Woolpert’s powerful Dons, which ended their
season with a 24-1 record, have a 10 -day lay-off before seeing
action in the NCAA Western Regionals at the San Franeisco
Cow’ Palace.
McPherson, a sound tactician, is one of the most popular and
respected coaches on the Pacific Coast. His teams at SJS have won
251 games, while losing 160. McPherson’s teams nearly always surpass pre-season predictions.
In one losing season the Spartans have experienced under McRENT A
Menton, his Golden Raiders put on a great stretch drive to win eight
TYPEWRITER
of their last 10 games to earn him 1954 Coach of the Year honors
SPECIAL SILIDENT 1 5
from the Northern Calif. Sportswriters and Sportscasters.
PATE 3MONTHS
Seven members of the Spartan Ski Team are leaving today for
Assistant coach under McPherson this season was Stu Inman,
BUSINESS MACHINES
KENNEDY
one of San Jose State’s all-time great cage products. Inman was the Badger Pass, site of Stanford’s annual Tressider Memorial Invitational.
E SAN FERNANDO CY 2 Psol
high scorer and rebounding leader of two NAIB Spartan teams and
Each year Stanford invites only six schools, and this year, in addi
the 1950 Golden Raider outfit which ranked 17th in the nation.
tion to their own team, the Indians have invited Nevada (the favorite),
Sierra College, San Jose State, Chico State and the University of
All-American Mention . . .
California.
".1% ice given All-American mention, Inman notched a total of 1503
The jumping event will start the competition tomorrow, and SJS
points as a Spartan and his three-year total of 1333 is far ahead of will be represented by Rolf Godon,*
1049 collected by Carroll Williams, the only other Spartan in history Peder Anderson, Roy Cleghorn, proving with every cross-country
to surpass 1000 points.
Bob Miller and Jim Nystrom. race this year, and placed first
This was Inman’s first year at his alma mater as a coach.
Later in the day, the same group last weekend at Cisco Grove.
Since his graduation, Stu has coached with distinction at Madera
Franeeschlni, still trying to
of men will compete in the Badger
newrisomis afl Park’ ss-tuisn
High, Hooneselt High in Fresno, Santa Ana JC and Orange Coast
Pass cross-country race.
JC. His 1937 Orange Coast team tied Fullerton for the conferHold Your Breath
On Saturday, starting at 2
ence title and in too yearn there, his quint,: won 42 and lost only 13.
p.m., the treacherous downhill
Along with his duties as assitant coach this season; Inman event will Itie held on the Bail
coached the frosh cagers to a 10-9 season record. Inman is currently Creek Run. Nystrom, Miller, Anhandling the Spartababe track squad and is assisted by Bert Bonnanno. derson, and Dave Franeeschini
will ski for SJS in this event.
On Sunday, starting at 10:30
a.m., the slalom event will be on
tap with Nystrom. Anderson. Franceschini, and Bob Kesselring com119 South First CY
2-1535
peting.
LA JOLLA, CAL. (UP) ForDates for the annual Pacific
Nystrom and Anderson will be
mer Olympic diving champion nament at Reno, Nev., have been SJS’s only four-way skiers, but exHarold (Dutch) Smith died last changed to March 20-21-22, ac.’ cellent showings are expected from
night at his La Jolla home. The cording to Spartan boxing coach, Franceschini and Godon in
their
Spring
cancer victim was 49.
Julie Menendez.
specialties. Godon has been imGauchos
Smith won the platform diving
-100% Virgin Orlon
championship at the 19:32 Olympics after placing fourth in the
$3.15
1928 Olympics at Amsterdam. In
Wash ’N Wear
Pastels with
1936 he was hired to coach the
trim
German Olympic swim team.
JIM NYSTROM
Smith lived in La Jolla for the
... four-way skier
past several years and owned a
Needing a victory over the OreThe Oregon State Beavers are
injury, seems to /lase turned the
men’s wear shop. His first wife, gon Ducks to insure a tie for the following In the footsteps of the
trick, an evidenced by his excelVera, died of cancer six years ago. Pacific Coast Conference basket- Cal hoopsters (12-3) with an
lent third place showing last
Hard-wearing
Surviving are his bride of four ball title, Cal will have the advan- 11-3 record. The Beavers’ lusi reweekend in the Powder Bowl
months, Evelyn, and a brother, age of playing on its home couit maining games are with WashGabardine Slacks
slalom.
William Smith.
tomorrow night.
ington State and Idaho this
Dick Dorworth, Nevada’s great
$6.95
weekend.
Olympic hopeful. is expected to
walk off with top spots in all
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
STUDIO,
FR
EE
ALTERATIONS
Don McIntosh petted a jump
events except the cross-country
N.+.14 wood Karl Malden
shot with 11 seconds remaining to
"RAINTREE COUNTY"
overcome the Ducks, 61-60, in the
"BOMBER B52"
Elizabeth Taylor
, two teams’ last meeting. McIntosh,
Montgomery Cliff
Gene Kelly Mitzi Gaynor
with only the Duck tiff left, leads
Eva Marie Saint
"LES GIRLS"
Cal in every offensiee department.
Joe Ventura is celebrating the first anniversary of 14;s popular
1He is the only Bear with an averACE LUNCHEONETTE and th party is being given in your
age that stretches over 10 pinata
honor If you think the spec,alt Joe fa g,vIng today re qood
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
per
game.
His mark is 11.6.
.
look for tomorrow’s ad
MAYFAIR
Marlon Brando
Marlon Brand
Bear coach Pete Newell is
"SAYONARA"
FIRST ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL!
alarmed at the improvement
"SAYONARA"
Rod Cameron J Carroll Naish
shown by the Ducks. Forward
Introducing the
Robert Mitchum
"YAQUI DRUMS"
Charlie Franklin is the main cog
"ENEMY BELOW"
in the wheel, but the other starters
--forward Dale Herron, center Hal
Duffy, guards Chuck Rask and
BUY ONE BERGER . . .
Bud Kuykendall -- have given the
Ducks good balance
. . . GET SIDE ORDER OF FREE FRENCH FRIES

Nevada Skiers Favored
In Tressider Events

To Open Tomorrow

heatyweight ditision at the 1957
meet, and Rodrigues captured a
fourth place spot. Spagnola
grabbed third place in the meet
two years ago.
Although San Jose lays claim to
defending PCI champs, SpagDefending champion Oregon no
mils is one lad who would like to
of
patties
list
16
the
State heads
hands on a first place trophy
paling schools. host San Jose lay
and could well turn the trick.
among them
Against UCLA. Sauna)* battled
4.osseh Dues Mumby’s locals defending 167-1b. tithst Barry Billwill enter the meet boasting a ington to a 1-1 draw.
season record of II sictories and
Tournament aettvities will be
two losses. Most recent affinriadivided into afternoon and evethe for sun dose Wars by a 26-4
count user %kiting I CIA, Feb. ning 110amiona. scheduled at 1 and
7:30 p.m. Preliminary matches
21. The Spartans hose captured
will bie held tomorrow aftertheir last Cie .111:11 Illafri14, in
noon, oath quarter - finals the
row,
htumby will field his usual grap- order of business at the es ening
pling lineup composed of 123-1b. eons eat bin.

West Coast amateur wrestling
interest will be focused on San
Jose State tomorrow as the Pa-1
cific Coast Intercollegiate Wrest -1
ling Tournament opens a two-day
stay at Spartan Gym.

Marvin Rodrigues. Don Perata
41301, George Uchida (137), Ken
Spagnola (167). Russ Camilleri
(177), and Nick Sanger, heavyweight.

Semi-finals and preliminary consolation action is set for Saturday
afternoon. Final consolations and
championship matches will be held
Saturday night.
Student tickets allowing admisiindefented Russ Camilleri
will lead gut Jose into action. sion to all four sessions are priced
f’anailleri was runner -sip in the at $1. Friday’s bouts may be
191-1h. clams at last year’s get- tiewed for 50 cents, while ducats
to each Saturday session will be
together.
Sanger placed third in the sold for the same price.

(OPE-11011MB

_
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*Everything for skiing
+Complete rental service
*Expert repair shop
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Diving Champion
Dies of Cancer

Dates Changed
For PCI Boxing

Cal Meets Oregon Cagers

In Vital Conference Tiff

Birthday Celebration

GLO-BROILED BURGER

011,0.

1.1. ’TO ARMS
Ceweskullatra011

’W’CIWRI II
CV

7-304F. 0

MAGNANI
ANTHONY QUINN
ANTHONY FRANCIOSA
HAL WAWS’....ANNA

"a,nd God
created woman"’

...but the devil Invented
Brigitt saralks.

- AND
"LET’S BE HAPPY"
Ellen
Tony Mrt.n Vera

McIntosh mill start at his usual center position, and
he
surrounded by f !too Bears,
George Sterling and Bob Dalton
at forwards, Fart Robinson and
Al Butch al guards.
Coach Newell is no doubt speculating that Idaho again will shoot
is torrid 52 per cent when it meets
Oregon State. A victory over the
Oregon team by the Bears and an
Idaho win over Oregon State
would make Cal’s nefending champlonship squad ’successful

Open every
Thursday evening
until 9 P M.

66 WEST SAN ANTONIO, CY 5-2939

I m /an

Now . . But Ending March 15th Our
MID -WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
40% Off

Car Coats
Parkas

15-50% Off

Ski Pants

BUY TWO BURGERS . . .
. . . GET ONE BURGER FREE OR

20% Off

After Ski Boots

. . . GET FREE FRENCH FRIES

Skis
FREE COFFEE
WITH BREAKFAST

20% Off
Up to 1 3 Off

FREE SOUR
WITH ANY ORDER

SPECIAL
JOE VENTURA’S

ACE LUNCHEONETTE
476 S. TENTH tiger W;11;Am51

CY 3-9459

Kneissl Combi Skis

$52.50

Still 8 More Week of Good Skiing
So Take AcNantage of Our Sale Now!

.1,111P--Mil---
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THETA CH DREAM GIRL

SIGMA CHI SWEETHEART

spartaguide

ASS’S, March Melodies haurmen’s meeting, tonight, 7, Gamma
Phi Beta house.
PST& panel on student tea Owls, today, 3:311 p.m., TB53.
Hawaiian Club, meeting.
night. 6:30, Student Y.

to-

Lutheran Student* Assn. talk
on -Relativism and the Church,"
tonight, 7, preceded .by dinner, 6,
50 cents, Student Christian Center, 92 S. 5th St.
Methodist Commuting Students,
lunch and discussion, today, 1230
p.m.. 24 N. 5th St.
Occupational Therapy (’I it b.
meeting. today, 11:3) a.m.. B72.
Social Affairs Vommittee. meet mg. today, 3.30 p.m., TB107.
Student 1c "Oomph," tomorrow
night, s8-11:30,
’
BEANERY BULLETIN
’ Cafeteria
Entrees:
Chop sney
Meat loaf
!Plate lunch
I Coop
%VII of the 14 Theta Chi Dream Girt candidates ianilt hopefully for the photographer. The
1958 dream girl will he crowned at the Dream
Girl Formal Mar. 14 at the Villa Hotel. San Mateo. Se..ated from left to right are- JoAnn Johnson.
Anne 10 hlick, Jeanette. McDonald and sie,a

Pacheco. Standing left to right are Stephanie
Green. Zoe Rergrnan, Pat Baker. Diane Sullivan.
Gayle Gilardi, Dianne Forrester and Dime
Chenoweth. Sylvia Somers. Suzanne Michaud
and Marilyn Walter are not pictured.

Entrees:
Irish beef stew
! Wieners and sauerkraut
Plate lunch .

30 cents
30 cents
’165 cents

40 ’cents
40 cents
10 cents

One of the Me quarter-finalists pictured above
will be selected as the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
at the annual dance to be held Mar. 22 at the.
San Jose Country Club. Three of the girls Will
be selected as semi-finalists next Monday. Lett
MacIntyre; bottom row, Marcia Day. Brook

to right, top row, are Phylis Burton and Sue
Clair South. The girls will appear on
liNTV. Channel 11, today itt 5:15 p.m.-photo
Jim Beach.

Stie’lh:Mel

Boarding Houses
Fraternities Hold Spring Elections, Initiation Ceremonies; Choose
Officers
For Spring Term
Plans Now Under Way for Social Functions, Construction
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega held their
first rush function this semester
on Feb. 13. Slides of past A Phi 0
functions were shown to prospective members.

eluding John Carhart, Michael LAMBDA (’HI ALPHA
Colby, Ronald Elliott. Louis GinWayne Montgomery has been
; 1st’ Jr., Eric Grube, David Gupton, elected the president of Lambda
Frank Hoak, Thomas Holmes, Chi Alpha fraternity. Other new
Tommy Pickett, William Ryan,
George Skelton, William Watts,
Gilbert Williamson Jr. and James
Wittenbert.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Last Friday night, the brothers
of ATO held their annual Okie DELTA UPSILON
Construction of the new Delta
Stomp.Dance at the Fun Farm in
Upsilon house is scheduled to beAlmaden.
gin this month, according to Neil
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Evans, publicity chairman.
Fifteen pledges have been initi- KAPPA ALPHA
ated into Delta Sigma Phi. in - t Bill Lamson has been elected
the new president of Kappa Alpha.
; Other newly elected officers inPROVIDENT LIFE
elude Jerry Siebes. vice president
and L.D. Bennett, recording secAND ACCIDENT
retary.

LNSURANCE CO.
announces the
affiliation of
LAYNE GLIDEICELL
as agent for the
Gerry Comiran Agency
420 Park -(’Y 5-1133

Spring Fever Early
At Cal

KAPPA TAU
Thirteen new members of Kappa Tau include Dick Linblad.
Charles Simonds, Tom Hessler.
Don Booher,. Joe Pantiga, Howard
Alexander, Mike Ramsay, J.rry
S ch eberi es, Merl Foss, Bill
McCabe, Dick Callender, Lowell
Young and Dean Griffin.

Suit’ Evers. freeihman education
major and member of Delta
Gamma sorority, is the 19511
Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight
Girl. Miss Evers will he hostess
at the. fraternity’s social Ginetions during the year. Sharon
Colombero, Carol Laughlin. La
Donnas Schulz and Pat Webb
were finalists in the contest.

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK w tk BROWN GRAVY
POTATOES
SOUP
BREAD le BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Legs Bote’s of Mk .15

85‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE

Hope, Porter Lewis. Jerry Young. son, Dick Kirby, ’Jim Mart, Bud
Bob Youngberg, Dick Buehler, Brasher, Steve Paviovich and John
Vern Goodrich, Dud Kiester, Tom Weitz,
Shepherd and Tom Williamson.
THETA XI
PI KAPPA ALPHA
New initiates are Chet Roberts,
Plans are being made for the PeteScattergood, Art Battino, Jim
annual Fireman’s Ball to be held Bilund, Bill Denison, Manford
Mar. 22 at Brookdale Lodge.
Forkner, Dick Gardner, Del Gil ham. Barry Jett, Vern Johnson.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Scott Kennedy, Chuck Latona.
New initiates are Ronald Earl,
Warren Leenerts, Pete Sanford.
Bob Foster. Abe Garcia, Jack
Clark Smith and Art Conn.
Ghielmetti, Ddn Hayworth, Lee
Howard, John lewick. Bob McOrtchen, Armand Riel, Wally Santos.
Dan Tapson, Bruce Tavernu, Jim
Williams, Dick Cristofani, Don
Beall. Phil Wood and Mike
By JOHN ADAMS
Christy.
Spring fever may come early to
I University of California students
SIGMA NV
Jerry Belled is the eminent !this year.
The Daily Californian printed an
commander and Bob Graham is
eight -page supplement on Friday
It. corndr.
giving students travel information
Joe Alt ieri, Robert Andrews,
about Europe, Japan, South AmerPresident Bob Stegall, Vice Presiica. Asia and Hawaii.
Elmer Gentry and William Wollitz
Hints at such vacation pleasure
were recently initiated into the
may tempt students away from
fraternity.
classes and examinations.
The supplement contained an
SIGMA PI
New officers this semester are article on the restrictions placed
President Bob Stegall, Vive Presi- on travelers in Europe. It e
dent Don Menzel and Secretary- pared the restrictions with the
lax conditions of Central and
treasurer Leo Gardena.
Bob Silveria, Winston Adcock South American countries.
Most of the European countries
I and Leo Gardella are the new inwelcome incoming money, but reitiates.
strict the amount leaving. Only
THETA CHI
two countries listed in the article,
Recently initiated into Theta Israeli and Japan, forbid their curchi were Toby Anderson, Ron rency from entering or leaving the
ta, Bob East, Ron Gerevas. Tom country.
! innegan, Skip Fisk, Paul John-

officers include Roger Watts. vice
president and Keith Murray, secretary-.
I PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Nine fall pledges were formally
initiated into Phi Sigma Kappa
.iunday evening, including, Doug

545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

The following boarding !rouses
have elected new oficers:
Melody Hall- Sue Juvet, president; Maraca La Parr, vice president; Mary Lee Wieberg, secretary; Lorna Jourdain, treasurer,
and Nancy Bray and Arlene Wer
net., independent women’s housing
representatives.
Walton Hall -Martha Allshouse,1
president; Natalie Sage r, vice ,
president and social chairman andl
Barbara Kilhorn. secretary treastiiiI

lantio’5
Monzanifa Room
Bar-B-Q’d
Spare Ribs
Chicken
Steaks
Cosy Atmosphere
Hours 6.10 P.M.
Open Sunday 28 P M.
CY 3-1695
19 N. Market

BE A MAGICIAN
WRITE
DR. MEYER BLOCH
Pres,dent.

A&M Auto Repair
General Auto Repair
Automat, Transmission Spc;Ify
Student Rates
CY 5-4247
455 L See Salvador, San Jose

Eastern

Magical

Society

240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

SHELL
THE GASOLINE WITH TCP
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
IN

SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

CY 5-8968

PI KAPPA ALPHA DREAM GIRL
FIRST at SANTA CLARA

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Furst. Studio Apts. 1 MIL college,
$25 each. CY 2-2152. Eve., Sat. &
Sun.
BOYS AND GIRLS. Good location. New furnished ants 93 W.
Reed, Apt. 3.

- RIDE to and from Hayward. Ron
Taylor. LU 1-6550.
girls to share lg. 2-bdrm..
I or
modern apt. $35 mo. CY 3-9093. I
-One girl to share modern apt. 1
hlk. from college. Pool. Call CY 3O257. Mary or Sharon.

VACANCY in rooming house for Wasted-typing, all kinds - reamen. Mrs. Hawkins. 406 S. 11th sonable rates. 487 N. 2nd St. CY
St. $22.50 mo.
2-0772. Mrs. Vernon.
Trailer apace. Walking distance to
FOR MALE
college. Boys & married couples.
No children or pets. 275 Balback
’37 Ford Convert. Jet black, white
St. CY 2-9244.
nylon top WW. RKII. Power
Rooms. Kit. Priv. College girls. 46 steer. & brakes. CY 3-9814 beS. 5th St.
tween 6 & 7 p.m. at 358 S. 6th
ask for Bruce.
Boy share apt with other. Furn
$32.50. 643 S. 6th.
Complete dinette set, $12.50. Sgl.
College men. Rm. & bd. Attrac- mattresses. $8.50; springs, beds. ;
tive rooms. Gfald food. Reas. rates. Chests. 68.50. Study tables. S2.
Misc. heaters, $14750. FR 8-561
525 S. 6th St.
or CY 3-2275.
--Furn. Room with kit. Priv. For
men. 1 hlk. from campus. 162 S. Classical LP reeortlo. Some early
Ovules. Col. items. Cheap. CL 89th St. CY 7-7792.
29614.
(legitimate preferinj. Nice sunny
rm.. Kit. priv. $35.00 Mo. 778 N. "53" Dodge. V -K All extras. Just
9th.
overhauled. Contact Harry Shtiger. 645 S’. 6t11.
LOPST
1
A set of 9-11181 Ben Hogan golf
Please return bicycle vou took Wins. CY 2-9629. Ask for Skip
from the band room.
Flak.
I
’54 &invite. $1450. Blue, R&H
See Roger at 1309 S. 7th or call
CY
5-2745.
MALE student to share apt, $25.
fies S. 2nd_ St Apt. 1.
Aqua-Wag; DW reg. ant’ hour
MALE to share apt 99 S. 12th St. tank. Phis ma** and fins. All new
Cali after 5 p.m. CY 2-4560.
$100. Phone (’Y 5-4927.
WANTED

C r!c
One of Ii candidates will bei
chosen as l’i Kappa Alpha
Dream Girl at tile annual Fireman’s Ball Mar. 22 at Brunk dale Lodge. Thirteen of the can are depleted above.
(11118t1..
Standing. left to right, are, first
row. Connie E% an., Darlene McCullough. Barbara Ilitergen, Dorothy Rankin and Judie Mod dare!: second row. Claudia lvermen, Marilyn Mercer. Sue Perry.
and Joan Baldwin; third row.
- -

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Boes
M,dp1 Nano,
Handl,raft
"Everything for Your Needs"
CY 4-6050
293 S. 1st

cystitis fiardner. Mans HeadMelt, Pa( nudges and Cynthia

Ansley. Not pictured la Barbara
Tighe.-photo by Hoag Hill.

See Your
Campus Rep.:
Bill
Moore
Bill
Young
Sherry
Robinson
Doug
Miller

cv
picoNE

112 SOUTH 2ND CY 2-1447

Voi,LEY FAIR STORE -Omni 3 Noes - Mtn,, Thurs., Fri.

The skirt that’s made a name for
Itself! Famous slim styl Ing in navy,
toast or powder blue and white checked
wool flannel. Sizes 8 to i6. I8.9

